Ann Arbor Research Conference:  
Consumer Preferences and Coverage Choice  

Executive Residence  
Room 2740, Level 2  
710 E. University Street  
July 18-20, 2004

SUNDAY, JULY 18

6:00pm – 7:00pm  Reception – Lobby, Executive Residence
7:00pm – 9:00pm  Dinner – Dining Room, lower level of Executive Residence

MONDAY, JULY 19

6:30am – 8:15am  Continental Breakfast (available) – Dining Room, lower level of Executive Residence
7:00am – 8:15am  Full Breakfast (available) – Dining Room, lower level of Executive Residence
8:30am – 8:45am  Welcome and Introductions – Room 2740, 2nd Floor  
Catherine McLaughlin

SESSION ONE

Moderator:  Catherine McLaughlin, University of Michigan

8:45am – 9:45am  Beliefs about Future Health and the Demand for Health and Health Insurance
Authors:  Hanming Fang, Yale University and Dan Silverman, University of Michigan  
Presenter:  Dan Silverman  
Discussant:  Roger Feldman, University of Minnesota

9:45am – 10:45am  Health Insurance and Labor Market Outcomes: Joint Decision-Making Within Households
Authors:  Anne Beeson Royalty, Indiana University - Purdue and Jean Abraham, University of Minnesota  
Presenter:  Jean Abraham  
Discussant:  Rebecca Blank, University of Michigan

10:45am – 11:15am  Break
11:15am – 12:15pm  Income, Health Risk and the Affordability of Health Insurance
Authors: Kate Bundorf, Stanford University, and Mark Pauly, University of Pennsylvania
Presenter: Kate Bundorf
Discussant: Helen Levy, University of Chicago and University of Michigan

12:15pm – 1:15pm  Lunch – Dining Room, lower level of Executive Residence

SESSION TWO
Moderator: Len Nichols, Center for Studying Health System Change

1:30pm – 2:30pm  Health Care Utilization Patterns Among the Uninsured: What Can be Learned Under Corrupt Sampling?
Authors: Steven Hill, Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality; Brent Kreider, Iowa State University
Presenter: Brent Kreider
Discussant: John Bound, University of Michigan

2:30pm – 3:30pm  Health Insurance Enrollment Decisions: Understanding the Role of Preferences for Coverage
Authors: Alan C. Monheit, University of Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey and Jessica Primoff Vistnes, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
Presenter: Alan Monheit
Discussant: Bobbi Wolfe, University of Wisconsin-Madison

3:30 – 4:00  Break

4:00pm – 5:00pm  Worker Sorting, Health Insurance Coverage & Wages
Authors: Kevin Lang and Hong Kang, Boston University
Presenter: Kevin Lang
Discussant: Charlie Brown, University of Michigan

6:00pm – 7:00pm  Reception – Lobby, Executive Residence

7:00pm – 9:00pm  Dinner – Dining Room, lower level of Executive Residence
**TUESDAY, JULY 20**

6:30am – 8:15am  Continental Breakfast (available) – Dining Room, lower level of Executive Residence

7:00am – 8:30am  Full Breakfast (available) – Dining Room, lower level of Executive Residence

**SESSION THREE**

Moderator:  Sheldon Danziger, University of Michigan

8:30am – 9:30am  **Health Insurance Decisions, Expectations, and Job Turnover**

Authors:  Randy Ellis and Albert Ma, Boston University
Presenter:  Randy Ellis
Discussant:  Michael Chernew, University of Michigan

9:30am – 10:30am  **English Language, Immigration, and Health Benefits**

Authors:  Nan Maxwell and Lynn Paringer, California State University - Hayward
Presenter:  Nan Maxwell
Discussant:  Michael Morrisey, University of Alabama - Birmingham

10:30am – 11:30am  **Do Workers Have a Choice and Sort Strategically for Employer Sponsored Insurance Offers?**

Authors:  Linda Blumberg, Urban Institute and Maria Cancian, University of Wisconsin - Madison
Presenter:  Linda Blumberg
Discussant:  Bob Schoeni, University of Michigan

11:30am – 12:00pm  **Break**

12:00pm – 1:00pm  **An Evaluation of the Impact of the State Children's Health Insurance Program on Coverage Rates and Private Sector Crowd-Out**

Authors:  Cynthia Bansak, San Diego State University and Steven Raphael, University of California - Berkeley
Presenter:  Cynthia Bansak
Discussant:  Julie Cullen, University of California - San Diego

1:00pm – 2:00pm  **Lunch** – Dining Room, lower level of Executive Residence